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Winter slowly recedes and gradually gives way to
spring. A time when new styles, new innovations
and new fashions traditionally appear. It is exactly
the same with MERKUR GAMING. In this, our very
latest product brochure, you will discover what is
brand new and ready to make a mark on the world
gaming stage. 2022 will be a big year for the MERKUR
brand. A year that sees a major emphasis on brand
new Jackpot, Bonus Feature and innovative gaming
solutions.

Linked Jackpots have become an almost
mandatory feature attraction on gaming floors
and for their players, worldwide. MERKUR GAMING’s
new headline performer comes with the simplest
of names but with a exciting array of features that
have been carefully designed to maximise gaming
entertainment and the chance for players to scoop
huge prizes. So welcome Link Zone, the very top of
the tree attraction for keen Linked Jackpot players
around the world.

Everyone, manufacturers, suppliers, operators and
players, know just how tough recent times have

proved to be but, make no mistake, what is certain
is that traditional, land based gaming, will post
Covid – whenever that eventually may be – return,
hopefully stronger and more successful than ever.

This brochure demonstrates and highlights the
huge range of MERKUR brand products that will
soon prove to be the rangefinder attractions that
will help lead the way into a new, and better, era
of safe and secure gaming entertainment. MERKUR
GAMING is ready, willing and able to help YOU, our
valued customers and business partners, in any and
every way that we can. Contact us via telephone
or email and we will help guide you through the
opportunities that will bring us all back to success
in the, hopefully near, future.

With our very best wishes for 2022 and our
warmest regards as you all continue to stay well
and stay SAFE,

Your MERKUR GAMING team.
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Features:

Features:

• High quality upright gaming machine features three 27” Full HD screens
with screen magnification up to 32%

• High-class Casino upright cabinet

• A new monitor design guarantees players a thrilling game experience

• Dynamic 23.8“ display

• Seamless and smart screen design

• Brilliant rainbow LED solution

• Three backlit screens

• Backlights behind the screen

• Rainbow LED lighting concept accentuates the cabinet’s swooping
curves

• Ergonomic design assuring perfect seating and

• New button deck

• Excellent acoustics and powerful sound

• Wireless phone charging facility (inductive)

• Easy service access to all technical components

• USB charging point

• Compatible with all major Casino Management
Systems

• Optional base available

• Single 43” curved Ultra HD monitor

player comfort

• Video button panel, optional
• USB port and wireless charging for mobile phones
• Optional base available

NEW
Measurement:

Measurement:

646 mm
25.71 in.

1765 mm
69.48 in.

Measurement base:

646 mm
25.43 in.

1765 mm
69.49 in.

Measurement base:

704 mm
27.71 in.

148 kg
326 lbs

570 mm
22.44 in.

704 mm
27.72 in.

134 kg
295 lbs

570 mm
22.44 in.

450 mm
17.72 in.

573 mm
22.56 in.

450 mm
17.72 in.

573 mm
22.56 in.

Avante Trio

Avante Curved

Standing proud is the brand new Avante Trio, the latest and most sophisticated upright gaming cabinet from
MERKUR GAMING. With its three brilliant 27” Full HD screens and its stylish curved exterior design the Avante
Trio marks an entirely new high standard in gaming cabinet excellence. Packed with features that will catch
attention and please the eye. The Avante Trio combines style with sophistication. The Avante Trio enables an
easy service access to all technical components and compatibility with major casino online systems. Hence, the
Avante Trio is set to be a new star in the Merkur GAMING cabinet portfolio.

Our high class upright cabinet sparkles with its brilliant rainbow LED solution. Additional back lights behind the
screen will brighten up your Casino floor. Discover the benefits of this evolutionary cabinet of our curved family.
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Features:

Features:

• Royal slim cabinet

• High-class Casino slant cabinet

• Almost edgeless

• Single 43” curved Ultra HD monitor

• Three brilliant 27“ full HD displays

• Dynamic 23.8“ display

• Elegant, ergonomic design assuring perfect seating and
player comfort

• Single 43“ curved Ultra HD monitor

• Attractive lighting concept around all screens

• Latest Gforce Ultra HD multigame technology platform

• Latest Gforce Ultra HD multigame technology platform

• Proven German innovation and top quality manufacturing

• Compatible with all major Casino Management Systems

• Video button panel, optional

• Proven German innovation and top quality manufacturing

• USB port for mobile phone charging

• Attractive lighting concept in curved shape

• Video button panel, optional
• USB port for mobile phone charging

Measurement:

Measurement:

652 mm
25.67 in.

2064 mm
81.26 in.

662 mm
26.06 in.

2056 mm
80.94 in.

781 mm
30.75 in.

192 kg
423.29 lbs

781 mm
30.75 in.

197 kg
343 lbs

Allegro Trio

Allegro Curved

Let us introduce you to our royal slant top cabinet - Allegro Trio. The elegant, slim and shapely appeal is sure to
catch your eye. Modern technology combined with extravagant style ensures absolute player comfort.

Where passion and fascination come together – Allegro embodies the pure MERKUR spirit. Timeless design that
incorporates clear curves ensures that players and their emotions are the centre of attention.
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Features:

Features:

• High-class Casino slant cabinet

• High-class Casino slant cabinet

• Almost edgeless

• Almost edgeless

• Brilliant 31.5“ full HD slim displays

• Brilliant 31.5“ full HD slim displays

• Excellent acoustics due to the powerful new sound
solution package

• Excellent acoustics due to the powerful new sound
solution package

• Attractive lighting concept around all screens

• Attractive lighting concept around all screens

• Latest Gforce Ultra HD multigame technology platform

• Latest Gforce Ultra HD multigame technology platform

• Compatible with all major Casino Management Systems

• Compatible with all major Casino Management Systems

• Stylish black series cabinet design

• Stylish black series cabinet design

• Video button panel, optional

• Video button panel, optional

• Ergonomically designed button panel

• Ergonomically designed button panel

Measurement:

Measurement:

748 mm
29.45 in.

1834 mm
72.20 in.

748 mm
87.91 in.

2233 mm
87.91 in.

838 mm
33 in.

184 kg
405 lbs

838 mm
33 in.

206 kg
454 lbs

Avantgarde Max

Avantgarde Max Trio

Part of the extremely successful Avantgarde line, we are proud to present the brand new cabinet Avantgarde
Max and Avantgarde Max Trio. This outstanding cabinet with brilliant 31.5“ full HD slim displays guarantees a
whole new level of gaming experience.

Part of the extremely successful Avantgarde line, we are proud to present the brand new cabinet Avantgarde
Max and Avantgarde Max Trio. This outstanding cabinet with brilliant 31.5“ full HD slim displays guarantees a
whole new level of gaming experience.
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NEW GAMES
10
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Let’s travel back in time, to the Egyptian empire. Heart of the Nile lets
you discover the Egyptian era with thrilling Features that create an
outstanding and exciting atmosphere. The cutting-edge game resonates
well with players’ demands and leaves nothing to be desired.

Scatter Symbol

Wild Symbol

Volatility

12

10 or 20
LINES

Gong-Hei Gong-Hei brings the Asian mythology theme to the next level,
thanks to authentic background music and iconic Asian symbols on the reels.
The Caishen (“God of Wealth”) tries to assist you in obtaining great fortune
with the help of exciting Free Game Features. May the fortune be with you!
Are you ready to explore and discover the exciting Features? The volatility of
the game is classified as very high.

Base Game
Heart of the Nile knows how to deliver great
entertainment. The Scatter pays in any position
on screen. Moreover, Wild substitutes for all
symbols except Scatter.

Scatter Symbol

Free Games
7 Free Games will be awarded when the player
gets 3 or more Scatters on the screen. During
Free Games, additional Wild symbols are randomly
added on the screen to enhance the chances of
succeeding. This sought-after feature gives the
game an extra boost.

Wild Symbol

25
LINES

Caishen Free Game Feature
When 3 or more temple symbols occur, 12 Free
Games will be awarded.
At the end of each Free Game, each Caishen
upgrades symbols in a determined way:
Oranges > Coins > Lantern > Vase > Pendant >
Treasure.
For instance, the first Caishen on screen converts all
oranges to coins on the reels for the rest of the Free
Games. Interestingly, for all Free Game enthusiasts,
the Free Games can be retriggered by obtaining at
least 3 Caishen symbols (3x Caishen symbol add 1
Free Game, 4x add 3 and 5x add 5).

Volatility
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Book of Fire, a best-in-class mystic themed reel game with a touch of the
past and witchcraft. Pay the enchanted world of the supernatural game a
visit that you will definitely not regret. This game resonates well with Free
Game enthusiasts, thanks to exciting game Features. This game surely
becomes a players’ favourite. The volatility of the game is classified as
very high.

Free Game &
Scatter Symbol

10
LINES

It is undoubtedly the case that the Greek mythology is said to be one of the
most mysterious and exciting ones. There are many rumors about Medusa
and her unique capabilities. Once you look in her eyes you’ll get petrified.
In Medusa’s Eyes you play on 5 reels and 243 ways that guarantee action and
adrenaline. The game gets an extra edge by its thrilling Free Games and
Features. For instance, sticky Wilds during Free Games ensure that Medusa’s
Eyes plays in a league of its own. Get spinning and beat Medusa!

Free Games
When 3 or more book symbols appear on the
screen, 10 Free Games will be awarded. During
Free Games, a special symbol is randomly
chosen. The specific symbol expands during
Free Games and pays on all active lines. This
exciting expansion Feature resonates well
with players looking for attractive wins. Large
win opportunities are achievable, due to the
possibility to retrigger Free Games.

Medusa

Soldier

Wild Symbol

243
WAYS

Base Game
Medusa is scattered and pays in any position
on screen. Moreover, the soldier is Wild and
substitutes for all other symbols except
Medusa.
Free Games
3, 4 or 5 Medusas award 10, 15 or 20 exciting
Free Games. Each Medusa triggers 1 additional
Free Game. During Free Games, Medusa transforms all soldiers to sticky Wild soldiers which
remain on screen until the end of Free Games.

Sticky Wild
Soldier

Volatility
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Volatility
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The Egyptian themed beauty, Cluster Gods, knows how to create
excitement and action! Cluster Gods gets a boost thanks to its
innovative game concept. The 5x5 matrix novelty draws attention to
itself due to its unique gameplay. The cluster concept allows it to
resonate well with players looking for an advanced game experience.
Prizes are coming to you in attractive clusters!

CLUSTER
PAY

Dino World takes the player to a future scenario, where humans and
dinosaurs live together in an unique symbiosis. Are you ready to take
advantage of the great synergy and available Free Games to increase
your wins? This novelty resonates well with Free Game enthusiasts.
The volatility of the game is classified as high (20 to 40 lines) to very
high (10 lines).

Free Games & Cluster Gods Feature
Up to 25 Free Games will be awarded when
the player gets a minimum of 6 scarabs.
In each Free Game, at least one of the three
Bonus Features will be triggered:

Scatter Symbol

1st Morphosis:
A randomly selected symbol will be transformed
into other randomly chosen symbols.
2nd Prosperity:
A random symbol will be chosen and replaced
for other symbols in the matrix to enhance the
chances for bigger clusters.
Scarab

Volatility
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10,
20 or 40
LINES

Free Games & Multiplier Feature
The gaming atmosphere is maximised to the
fullest with the availability of Free Games.
3 or more Scatter symbols trigger 10 Free
Games. The lucrative Free Games can be
retriggered. Furthermore, wins are multiplied
x2, if wild substitutes once, x4 twice; x8 three
times. The Jeep is scattered and pays at any
position on the screen.

Wild Symbol

3rd Scatter:
The randomly chosen scattered symbol pays
at any position on screen to increase winning
chances.

Volatility
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JACKPOTS
18
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GET ELECTRIFIED WITH LINK ZONE!

20
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Quick Facts
Two types of Free Game
Features that can be triggered
by 3 Bonus symbols:
Wild Reels
Reels 2 and 4 contain WILD and Jackpot symbols only.

Jackpot Feature

Better Reels
Reels are without Royal symbols.

Respins
6 or more

trigger 3 respins.

for further respins
Collect more
and win all shown prizes.

Wheel Trigger
Collect “ZONE” for the MAJOR ZONE
WHEEL. Collect 15
for the
GRAND ZONE WHEEL.

Jackpot Chance
Play maximum bet and denomination
for the best chance to win GRAND or
MAJOR in the ZONE WHEELs.
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Follow the sun on a journey to
the hottest Jackpots
MERKUR GAMING raises the bar even higher with Solar Link, an innovative and
exciting 4-Level Jackpot System with a player selectable multi-denomination.
Having the players preferences in mind, Solar Link addresses a wide target
audience with 6 outstanding and differently themed games.
Solar Link knows how to drive action and engages with all types of players,
thanks to the thrilling Super Spins Feature!
It’s time to write history and experience your own personal adventure with
Solar Link!

Solar Link Features:
•

4-Level Jackpot System with 2 linked Progressives and 2 denomination dependent
Bonus Prizes

•

6 hot new games: African Tales, Arabian Myth, Expanding Beauty, Fountain of Gold,
Gates of Luxor & New Year’s Festivity

•

6 or more solar symbols award Super Spins

•

Feel the heat and win Jackpot and Bonus Prizes during Super Spins

•

Increase your chances to enter the Super Spins with the Solar Link Power Bet

•

The Power Bet increases your bet by only 50% but doubles your chances of
triggering Super Spins

6 Exciting adventures
are waiting for you!
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Three exciting games
to choose from
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•

5x3 Reel Matrix

•

243 Superways

•

Free Games with expanding Wilds and two
guaranteed Wilds on last spin

•

5x3 Reel Matrix

•

243 Superways

•

Special all-in-one symbol pays for all active picture
symbols and envelopes

•

Free Games with respins for every all-in-one symbol

•

5x3 Reel Matrix

•

243 Superways

•

Free Games with nudging Wild that
awards two envelope symbols

Red Pocket Features
•

4-Level Jackpot System with 2 linked Progressives and 2 Bonus Prizes

•

Upgrade your symbols into gold ones for higher Prizes and the ultimate
Red Pocket experience

•

Each game delivers a unique Free Game Feature, but all of them give you
a better chance to reach the Red Pocket Jackpot Playoff

•

5 envelopes or mystery boxes get you to the Jackpot Playoff

•

Jackpot Playoff starts with 1 spin for each envelope previously collected
– all envelopes are held during spins

•

Throughout the Playoff extra spins are awarded for every additional
envelope collected

•

Envelopes may award Cash Prizes (up to 25x bet) or Mini, Minor or Major

•

15 envelopes award the Grand Jackpot
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